We consider operator-algebraic dynamical systems given by actions of the real line on unital C * -algebras, and especially the equilibrium states (or KMS states) of such systems. We are particularly interested in systems built from the gauge action on the Toeplitz algebra and graph algebra of a finite directed graph, and we describe a complete classification of the KMS states obtained in joint work with Laca and Sims. We then discuss applications of these results to Cuntz-Pimsner algebras associated to local homeomorphisms, obtained in collaboration with Afsar. Thomsen has given bounds on the range of inverse temperatures at which KMS states may exist. We show that Thomsen's bounds are sharp.
Introduction
There has recently been a renewal of interest in the equilibrium states (the KMS states) of operator-algebraic dynamical systems consisting of an action of the real line (the dynamics) on a C * -algebra. There has been particular interest in systems involving graph algebras and their Toeplitz extensions [7, 11, 18, 3] .
Very satisfactory results have been obtained for sytems associated to finite directed graphs, and we now have concrete descriptions of the simplices of KMS β states on the Toeplitz algebras at all inverse temperatures β [9, 10] . Here we review these results, and discuss some surprising applications to work of Thomsen on systems involving the Cuntz-Pimsner algebras of local homeomeorphisms [17] . One main conclusion of our recent work with Afsar [1] is that lower and upper bounds for the possible inverse temperatures given by Thomsen are sharp. For these appli-cations we do not need the full strength of the general results in [10] , and in this article we describe a more direct approach.
The Toeplitz algebra of a graph
We suppose that E = (E 0 , E 1 , r, s) is a finite directed graph. A Toeplitz-CuntzKrieger E-family consists of mutually orthogonal projections {P v : v ∈ E 0 } and partial isometries {S e : e ∈ E 1 } in a C * -algebra such that S * e S e = P s(e) for every e ∈ E 1 and For n ≥ 2, we write E n := µ = µ 1 µ 2 · · · µ n : s(µ i ) = r(µ i+1 ) for 1 ≤ i < |µ| := n for the set of paths of length n in E, and note that S µ := S µ 1 S µ 2 · · · S µ n is a partial isometry for every µ ∈ E n . We write E * := n≥0 E n for the set of finite paths. Then for µ, ν, α, β ∈ E * we have the product formula
The Toeplitz algebra T C * (E) of E is the C * -algebra generated by a universal Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger E-family (p, s). The product formula (2) implies that the elements {s µ s * ν : µ, ν ∈ E * } span a * -subalgebra of T C * (E), and hence we have
The quotient of T C * (E) by the ideal generated by the gap projections
is the usual graph algebra or Cuntz-Krieger algebra C * (E). For every graph E there is a canonical Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger E-family (Q, T ) on the finite-path space ℓ 2 (E * ), characterised by the following actions on the usual orthonormal basis {h µ : µ ∈ E * }:
The universal property of T C * (E) then gives a representation There is a gauge action γ : T → Aut T C * (E) such that γ z (p v ) = p v and γ z (s e ) = zs e , and this induces the usual gauge action on the quotient C * (E). We are interested in the dynamics α : R → Aut T C * (E) given by α t = γ e it , and its analogue on C * (E). In particular, we wish to study the KMS states for this dynamics.
KMS states on the Toeplitz algebra
The spanning elements s µ s * ν for T C * (E) are are all analytic for the action α. Hence if φ is a KMS β state on (T C * (E), α), we have
Now a routine computation using the product formula (2) gives the following: 
Suppose φ is a KMS β state on (T C * (E), α). Then for each v ∈ E 0 the ToeplitzCuntz-Krieger relation gives
where we interpret the empty sum as 0 if v is a source. The vertex matrix of E is the E 0 × E 0 integer matrix A with entries
We can rewrite the inequality (3) as
we say that m is a subinvariant vector for A.
If φ factors through a KMS β state of C * (E), then we have equality throughout (3) and (4) , and m satisfies Am = e β m. If E is strongly connected, A is irreducible and e β has to be the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of A. The Perron-Frobenius theorem then says many things: thus in particular we know that the eigenvalue is the spectral radius ρ(A), that the eigenspace is one-dimensional, and that there is an eigenvector with positive entries (see [4, Theorem 2.6] They proved existence of the KMS ln ρ(A) state too, but we'll get to that. For states on T C * (E), the vector m only satisfies the subinvariance relation Am ≤ e β m, but when A is irreducible Perron-Frobenius theory has things to say about this too. For example:
• If Am ≤ e β m and β = ln ρ(A), then Am = e β m, so that m is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector.
This suggests that we look more carefully at β larger than the critical inverse temperature β c := ln ρ(A).
So we consider β > ln ρ(A). We find it interesting that, although we were motivated to do so by the Perron-Frobenius theory, which applies only when E is strongly connected, the following analysis does not require any connectivity hypothesis on E. Thus we consider an arbitrary finite directed graph E, which could have sinks or sources, and a KMS β state φ on T C * (E).
Take m = φ (p v ) as before. Then ε := (1 − e −β A)m has nonnegative entries, not all 0. Since e β > ρ(A), e β is not in the spectrum of A, and 1 − e −β A is invertible. Thus we can recover m as (1 − e −β A) −1 ε. Our main point is that we can describe geometrically the set of ε ∈ [0, 1] E 0 which arise from unit vectors m in
the series converges because ∑ n e −β n A n converges in the operator norm with sum
Then the main theorem of [9] says: Theorem 3.3. Suppose E is a finite graph with vertex matrix A, and β > ln ρ(A).
The map ε → φ ε is an isomorphism of ∆ β = {ε : ε · y β = 1} onto the simplex of KMS β states of (T C * (E), α).
We proved existence of the KMS state φ ε in [9, Theorem 3.1(b)] by a spatial argument using the finite-path representation π T of T C * (E) on ℓ 2 (E * ). Then surjectivity of ε → φ ε amounts to our earlier observation that the subinvariant vector
The set ∆ β = {ε : ε · y β = 1} parametrising the KMS β states is a simplex in the positive cone [0, ∞) E 0 of R E 0 with extreme points on the coordinate axes, and the vector y β is normal to this simplex. As β decreases to the critical value β c = ln ρ(A), the terms in the series on the right-hand side of (5) get larger, and the simplex contracts towards the origin.
The preceding analysis does not apply when β = β c = ln ρ(A) is critical, because then the matrix 1 − e −β A need not be invertible. However, we can take a sequence β n decreasing to ln ρ(A), and use weak* compactness of the state space to get a KMS ln ρ(A) state of T C * (E) [9, Proposition 4.1]. When E is strongly connected, this is the only KMS ln ρ(A) state, and we can deduce from Perron-Frobenius that it factors through the graph algebra C * (E). In particular, we recover the existence of the KMS ln ρ(A) state, first established by other methods in [5] .
We can sum up our discussion as follows:
Corollary 3.4 Suppose that E is a directed graph with vertex matrix A, and that
For β > ln ρ(A), Theorem 3.3 is stronger, because it describes the solutions of the subinvariance relation. But for some applications, such as those in §4, we can deal directly with the subinvariance relation in an ad hoc manner.
Dumbbell graphs
We say that a graph E is reducible if it is not strongly connected, or equivalently if its vertex matrix A is not irreducible. For v, w ∈ E 0 , we write v ≤ w to mean that vE * w := {µ ∈ E * : r(µ) = v and s(µ) = w} is nonempty (or in other words, that there is a path from w to v). Then we define a relation
This is an equivalence relation (it is reflexive because v ∈ vE * v), and we write E 0 /∼ for the set of equivalence classes. For each C ∈ E 0 /∼, we define A C to be the C ×C matrix obtained by deleting all rows and columns involving vertices not in C. We can view A C as the vertex matrix of the subgraph
Now we consider the KMS states on T C * (E) when E is reducible. There are three situations that we have to deal with: 
is a quotient of T C * (E) [10, Proposition 2.1]. For β < ln ρ(A), we consider the hereditary subset H of E 0 generated by the critical components (which is also generated by the minimal critical components). If H is not all of E 0 , then we can apply Theorem 3.3 to E\H and get KMS β states of T C * (E) for ln ρ(A E\H ) < β < ln ρ(A) which factor through the quotient map onto T C * (E\H).
The first and third situations both require straightforward applications of Theorem 3.3, and the interesting things happen when β = ln ρ(A) is critical. Then the phrase "depends on the location of the minimal critical components" needs clarification. We illustrate its meaning with some examples, which fortunately are enough for the main applications in [1] . The key feature of these examples is that the strongly connected components have just one vertex each. We call such graphs dumbbell graphs.
Example 1. We consider the following graph E:
v w for which ρ(A) = 3. In this example, the hereditary closure of the critical component {w} is all of E 0 , and hence the third situation does not arise. If we list E 0 = {w, v}, then A = 3 1 0 2 . For β = ln ρ(A) = ln 3 we have e β = 3, and the subinvariance relation Am ≤ e β m says
The only unit vector in [0, ∞) E 0 ⊂ ℓ 1 (E 0 ) which satisfies this relation is m = (1, 0). Thus Corollary 3.4 says there is a unique KMS ln 3 state on T C * (E). This state factors through C * (E).
Example 2. Next we switch the horizontal arrow, so E is v w
With E 0 = {v, w}, A = 2 1 0 3 , and subinvariance for β = ln 3 reduces to m v ≤ m w . This graph also has just one critical component {w}, but this time {w} is hereditary, and the graph E\H has vertex set {v}, so the third situation kicks in.
We find:
• For β > ln 3, we have a one-dimensional simplex of KMS β states on T C * (E), none of which factor through C * (E).
• The simplex of KMS ln 3 states on T C * (E) has extreme points φ v (m v = m w = 1 2 ) and φ w (m v = 0); only φ w factors through a state of C * (E).
• For ln 2 ≤ β < ln 3, there is a unique KMS β state φ v on T C * (E) which factors through the quotient map corresponding to the hereditary set {w} ⊂ E 0 .
• For β = ln 2, the state φ v factors through C * (E).
• For β < ln 2, there are no KMS β states on T C * (E).
When a minimal strongly connected component E C has more than one vertex, we organise the block form for A in three pieces: we take the hereditary closure H of the critical components, and decompose E 0 = (E 0 \H) ∪C ∪ (H\C). The PerronFrobenius eigenvector for A C gives a KMS ln ρ(A) state ψ C that has φ (p v ) = 0 for v ∈ H\C, but has φ (p v ) = 0 for vertices v such that vE * C = / 0: the precise formula is given in [10, Theorem 4.3(a)]. Since ρ(A E\H ) < ρ(A), we can also use Theorem 3.3 to find KMS ln ρ(A) states on T C * (E\H), and lift them to KMS ln ρ(A) states of T C * (E). Again the formulas and the complete classification are given in [10, Theorem 4.3] .
To construct KMS states on the usual graph algebra C * (E), we need to know which states on T C * (E) factor through C * (E). Here we hit another subtlety: distinct hereditary sets give distinct ideals in T C * (E) but not necessarily in C * (E), where the ideal in C * (E) associated to a hereditary subset H of E 0 depends only on the saturation of H. This problem is solved in [10, Theorem 5.3] , which gives a recipe for finding all the KMS β states of T C * (E) and C * (E) for fixed β .
C * -algebras from local homeomorphisms
We consider a compact Hausdorff space Z and a surjective local homeomorphism h : Z → Z. In our main examples in the next section, Z will be the infinite-path space E ∞ of a finite directed graph with the topology inherited from the product space (E 1 ) ∞ , and h will be the backward shift σ defined by σ (e 1 e 2 e 3 · · · ) = e 2 e 3 · · · .
If E has no sources, then σ is a homeomorphism on each cylinder set Z(µ), and hence is a local homeomorphism; if E has no sinks, then σ is also surjective. So we shall suppose in the rest of this paper that E is a finite graph with no sinks or sources, and then σ : E ∞ → E ∞ is a good example to bear in mind for this section.
We can view C(Z) as a Hilbert bimodule X over the C * -algebra C(Z), by setting
This Hilbert bimodule has both a Toeplitz algebra T (X) and a Cuntz-Pimsner algebra O(X): the Toeplitz algebra is generated by a representation (ψ, π) characterised by ψ(a · x · b) = π(a)ψ(x)π(b) and π( x, y ) = ψ(x) * ψ(y), and the CuntzPimsner algebra [14] is a quotient of T (X). For our purposes, all the necessary background material is in Chapter 8 of [15] . The Cuntz-Pimsner algebra O(X) is an example of Katsura's topological-graph algebras: in the conventions of [15, Chapter 9] (which are a little different from those in Katsura's original paper [12] ), the graph is (Z, Z, id, h) .
The Toeplitz algebra T (X) carries a gauge action γ of the circle characterised by γ z (ψ(x)) = zψ(x) and γ z (π(a)) = π(a), and this lifts to a dynamics α : t → γ e it . The kernel of the quotient map onto O(X) is invariant under γ, and hence we also get a dynamics on O(X) (still denoted by α). Thomsen [17] has studied the KMS states of the quotient system (O(X), α) (and he worked with much more general systems (Z, h) ). He showed that the possible inverse temperatures of the KMS states all lie in a finite interval [β l , β c ], and gave formulas for upper and lower bounds: . We are not aware that Thomsen has discussed the extent to which these bounds might be sharp. In our recent work with Afsar [1] , we have studied the KMS states of the Toeplitz system (T (X), α). We viewed C(Z) as a continuous analogue of the (finitedimensional) space C(E 0 ), and followed the strategy of [9] . We found that, for inverse temperatures β larger than Thomsen's β c , the KMS β states are parametrised by a simplex Σ β of finite measures ε on Z satisfying a normalisation condition of the form
where f β is a fixed continuous function defined by summing a series like that defining y β in (5) [1, Theorem 5.1]. At β c , there is a phase transition: we can see by passing to limits as β decreases to β c + that there exist KMS β c states on T (X), and can argue by mimicking our earlier results in [9] that at least one of them factors through O(X). (This is Theorem 6.1 in [1] .) So, in our generality at least, Thomsen's upper bound is sharp. If E is a finite graph, then there is a natural Hilbert bimodule X(E) over the commutative C * -algebra C(E 0 ), and the Toeplitz algebra T (X(E)) was the original model of the Toeplitz-Cuntz-Krieger algebra T C * (E) (see [8] and [15, Chapter 8] ). This bimodule is not given by a local homeomorphism, so it does not quite fit the set-up of the present section, but the analysis of [1] was inspired by analogy with that of [9] . As we mentioned earlier, we can also directly apply the results of [1] to the shift σ on the compact path space E ∞ , and this gives another connection to the results of [9] and [10] .
Shifts on path spaces
We consider again a finite directed graph E with no sinks or sources, and the infinitepath space E ∞ . Then E ∞ is a compact Hausdorff space and the backward shift σ :
So as in §5, we can consider the Hilbert bimodule over the commutative C * -algebra C(E ∞ ) with underlying space X = C(E ∞ ). At this point we choose to write X(E ∞ ) for X to emphasise that this is not the graph bimodule X(E) studied in [8] and [15, Chapter 8] .
The topology on E ∞ arises from viewing it as a subset of the infinite product (E 1 ) ∞ of the finite set E 1 , and the cylinder sets
associated to finite paths µ ∈ E * form a basis of compact-open sets for the topology on E ∞ . Then a straightforward calculation shows:
The universal property of the Toeplitz algebra T C * (E) now gives a homomorphism π P,S : T C * (E) → T (X(E ∞ )). Corollary 4.2 of [8] implies that this homomorphism is injective, and it is equivariant for the gauge actions, and hence for the various dynamics α studied in §3 and §5. So composing with π P,S takes KMS β states of (T (X(E ∞ )), α) to KMS β states of (T C * (E), α). Now we have KMS β states of T (X(E ∞ )) for β larger than Thomsen's β c , and KMS β states of T C * (E) for β > ln ρ(A), where A is the vertex matrix of E. We reconcile this in the following reassuring lemma, which is Proposition 7.3 of [1] . (Note that the condition on E is there to ensure that ρ(A) > 0, so that ln ρ(A) makes sense.) 
Lemma 6.2 Suppose that E is a directed graph with at least one cycle. Then
Every state φ ε of (T C * (E), α) has the form φ µ • π P,S for some measure µ on E * satisfying f β dµ = 1 [1, Corollary 7.6]. In the proof of this result, such a measure µ is constructed as a measure on the inverse limit E ∞ = lim ← −n E n , and an examination of the construction shows that there is considerable leeway in building such a measure. Indeed, for each ε satisfying the normalisation relation y β · ε = 1 of [9] , λ ∈ M(E ∞ ) + : f β dλ = 1 and λ (Z(λ )) = ε v for v ∈ E 0 is a simplex of codimension |E 0 | + 1 in the cone M(E ∞ ) + of positive measures. Thus there are many more KMS β states on T (X(E ∞ )) than on T C * (E). The injection π P,S : T C * (E) → T (X(E ∞ )) is certainly not surjective -if for no other reason, because T (X(E ∞ )) has many more KMS states. However, Proposition 7.1 of [1] says that π P,S induces an isomorphism of the Cuntz-Krieger algebra C * (E) onto O(X(E ∞ ))! (This observation is essentially due to Exel [6] and Brown-lowe [2] .) Since this isomorphism also intertwines the dynamics of [9] and that of [1] , the latter algebra has effectively the same KMS states as C * (E).
We now return to the dumbbell graph E v w which we discussed in Example 2 of §4. The system (C * (E), α) has KMS β states for β = ln 3 = ln ρ(A) and β = ln 2 = ln ρ(A {v} ). Thus so does O(X(E ∞ )). We have already seen in Lemma 6.2 that β c = ln ρ(A) in general. For this E and x ∈ E ∞ , we can compute Thus min x |σ −n (x)| = 2 n is attained when r(x) = v, and Thomsen's β l is ln 2. So for the local homeomorphism σ : E ∞ → E ∞ , the lower bound β l in [17, Theorem 6.8] is also sharp.
It is easy to see with dumbbell graphs that there can be KMS β states at inverse temperatures strictly between β l and β c . For example, with E the following graph u v w both C * (E) and O(X(E ∞ )) have KMS states at inverse temperatures ln 2, ln 3 and ln 4. There are, however, interesting constraints on the possible inverse temperatures β . First, since e β has to be the spectral radius of an irreducible integer matrix, it has to be an algebraic number. But there are also other, more subtle constraints. The issue is discussed, along with relevant results of Lind [13] , in [10, §7.1].
